
 

 

Cato: 10 Years in Afghanistan  
The Cato Institute has produced a sobering analysis which highlights the consequences in 
Afghanistan after 10-years of United States military intervention. 

"We have encouraged a centralized, nationalized government in what is essentially a pre-
national society.  And that does make room for the Taliban." 

 

The War is ignorance  



Submitted by Willij4lib  on October 9, 2011 - 8:27am.  

  

The start of the war was intended from the start to be a nation building effort and the 
results proof positive. 
We have only worsened the corruption in Afghanistan from being there with our 
perverse ideas that don’t even work here. 
  
The results; HUGE DEBT which the financiers want, a corrupt USA style 
government willing to take on debt to pilfer the oil resources, more questions than 
answers on 9/11 and the enormous spread of cheep heroin in this country and the 
world. So from these results what was really intended and what are some of us sure 
our leadership is up to? 
  
The intent is to in-debt the American people to the point of destroying A Republic in 
its entirety, wiping out the constitution of any meaning, to create a one world money 
supply, to create a one world Government, to distort peoples perception of who they 
actually are by constant lying to us. To take full control and manipulate life by 
pretending to control it as a dictatorship and to finally pilfer the planet until there 
nothing to live for. 
  
The vision to Rule has been around since the time of Furrows and this idea has only 
grown in 5000 years and has achieved nothing of greatness nor will it ever. Our 
refusal to look here is truly our weakness unto ourselves, the intent of a few has 
interrupted the life of many because some decided themselves simply above what you 
say you are. 
  
The war is false in every measure and many of our friends and neighbors gone never 
to return simply because they believe in serving the rest of us which is such a worthy 
cause. But those leading the cause deceivers in the highest form, the financiers, the 
globalist, the emperors’ of the universe are all one in the same with the same intent as 
those 5000 years ago and we have yet to graduate on how to inform ourselves by 
reviewing actual results and understanding intent and cause. 
  
All Life is the cause of something in some degree whether by action or lack of in 
agreement to something they know nothing of. We the people is in reference to we are 
life and we inform ourselves about ourselves, but we have brought on the assumption 
some other knows far more than we do by the concepts they put before us that show 
no real value. 
  
Sheep are lead and individuals are cause and informed cause is stellar and ignorant 
cause is very much todays world if we view the world from a results perspective. 
How dare we admit the truths to the very cause we say we are. 



The Republic is us as a public among all other public to be heard and to be 
acknowledged for the lessons we have learned. To pass these along with the 
understanding of such results, to grow and achieve greatness by how well we each 
produce for each other great experiences we would only allow ourselves in such a 
Republic by the care and respect we have for ourselves. War in not civil or respect or 
of genuine basis and is the act against life itself. To destroy ourselves is a menace and 
ignorance in the highest forms yet so many refuse to look in the reflection of their 
very own mirror and answer the very simple questions like; Why am I here, what 
purpose do I serve, why does life grow, which life do I wish to live by direction and 
what is that direction? 
  
Here are some answers if you really go verify for yourself you will be able to see 
them the same way that I can by the honesty you share with yourself. 
  
I am here to deliver ideas, concepts and assistance to all other life forms to bring up 
our level to survive in a direction in life. My purpose is to share me with others in a 
constructive manner that serves us all, that promotes life’s ability to grow. My 
direction chosen is a Republic life for public life to be allowed to display itself in 
public, to gain from, to determine from and ultimately to decide from the wisdom of 
my experiences and the experiences of others who put them on display to question 
and evaluate for use to better assist all others like me in the form of life with care and 
respect into self. Yes this goes much farther than others are willing to go but truly 
came about by the discoveries of me in the first place  and was to think of others as no 
less than myself which in truth is full on respect to me and all life around me. We 
have the ability to question ourselves and our motives and we are very powerful by 
choice whether in ignorance or informed will make no such difference. What we 
decide on is exactly what shall be and that my fellow life is the simple truth. You can 
look at you or you can ignore you all by the act of simple choice. 
  
I BOLDY have gone where so few have even touched on in an effort to discover 
myself and be me by really looking at the reflection of myself or all the results I can 
bare in a life time which in actuality is the full on truth to be discovered.  
  
I guess it is up to me isn’t it, as well up to you and this would say aloud it is not up to 
some other to miss guide you. 
  
DELIVER or GO HOME! 
 


